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Please read all instructions carefully and keep it for future reference.

Warnings:

Attention: For home use only.

Attention: The Product is not suitable for the children under 3 years

Danger: Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product away from babies and 

children, otherwise they may pose a choking hazard.

Danger: Lack of attachment may cause a risk of tipping or fall hazards.

General Warnings:

     The product must be installed and used under the supervision of an adult.

     Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

     Remove all packaging, separate and count all parts and hardware.

    Please ensure that all parts are correctly installed, incorrect installation can lead to a danger. 

     We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled near to the area in which they will 

be placed in use, to avoid moving the product unnecessarily once assembled.

     Ensure a secure surface during construction, and place the product always on a flat, steady 

and stable surface.

     Please check and maintain regularly, the most important parts for suspension, fixing, 

anchoring to the ground.
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A、Scooter function 

Product size: 26.8” x 15” x 18” Weight: 8.6 LBS

Flying Leopard baby carrier

HAPPY CHILDHOOD BRIGHT FUTURE

B、Trolley function 
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A Scooter function、

HT-5518

Product size: 68X38X46 cm Weight: 2.06 KG

Flying Leopard
baby carrier
Flying Leopard
baby carrier

B Trolley function、

Name: handlebar

Quantity: 1 pc

Part Name:safeguard 

Quantity:1 pair 

Part Name: backboard

Quantity: 1 pc

Name:steering wheel Name: turning tube

Quantity: 1pcQuantity:1set

DESCRIPTION PICTURE

Name:car-body

PICTUREDESCRIPTION

Name: instruction
and accessories

Quantity: 1bagQuantity:1set

Name: screw

Quantity: 1pc

Part Name:car seat

Quantity: 1 pc

Quantity: 1pc

Name: nut with cap 

PACKING LIST

VII PRECAUTION FOR BATTERY SAFTY USE

1、Toys using 2 1.5vAAbatteries.
2、Only the rechargeable battery could be recharged.
3、Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.
4、The rechargeable battery should be taken out from the car before recharging.
5、Different types of  batteries or new and used batteries are not to be mixed.
6、Please put into the battery according to the right pole. 
7、Please take out the battery which is lack of power.    
8、The connection-peg couldn't be in short circuit.                    
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II FUNCTIONS & CHARACTERISTIC

Pic.2 (Steering wheel)

Horn

Music
Turn right

Turn left

Alarm sound

Pic.1

Push rod
Hand guard

Steering wheel
Instrument board

Back seat
Seat
Wheel cap
Pedal board
Wheels

I NAME OF PARTS

Electric power
switch

III ASSEMBLY METHOD FOR THE PRODUCT 

Pic.7Pic.6

Pic.3
Pic.4

Pic.5

1. Fix up the back rest seat: Aim the slots of the back of the car press the back rest seat gently, 
when hear the“click”sound, then the button from the front and back of the back rest seat are 
fastened (as shown in Figure 3) 
2. Installing steering wheel: put the steering wheel shaft on the buggy body, plug in the buggy 
plug with steering wheel's plug; align the shaft hole of steering wheel with the steering pipe hole 
and then fix them with machine screws and nuts (as shown in Figure 3).
3. Fix up the hand guard: the hand guard are fixed up on both sides of the back rest the 
handguard can be disassembled when it was pushed onto the top. (as shown in Figure 4)
4. Fix up the push rod: aim the plug of the back rest seat, press the push rod to it strongly, when 
you hear a “click” sound indicating successful installation. There is a button on the back rest 
seat, it can adjust the height of the rod. (as shown in Figure 5), seat, turn to let it coincide to the 
steering wheel, lock it.

1. The car has multiple function, different function are suitable for different age group use.
2. The steering wheel has the IC sound function built-in、Horn、Turn-left、Turn-right、
Offbeat、Music, (The music button has 40 sweet songs).
3. Back rest and the protective frame on both sides, can protect the kids from falling over when 
use. It is more reliable to use.
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V Battery replacement method

iV FUNCTION PERFORMANCE

VI SAFETY CAUTION & MAINTENANCE

The toy should be assembled by an adult 
and used under adult supervision.WARNING:

1. The instruction should be preserved in good way,so that it can be used conveniently.
2. Put away the removable small spare part. Prevent kid eating it.
3. Do not throw the package anywhere, avoiding polluting the environment.
4. Do not keep it close to the fire or in high temperature, wet place.
5. Please do not wash the car. Just clean it with dry cloth.
6. Do not play it on street.
7. Do not play it on rugged place or slope.
8. The product suitable age:18months up-72 months,limited loading weight: 44 LBS.
9. Check the product before playing it every time.
10. Check the wheel  and other parts every month. Stop playing when it is damaged.
11. Take out the battery if you do not use it for a long time to avoid the leakage of battery acid.

A. Pushing car function (as shown in Figure 6)
1. When the children ride on the car, fasten the hand guard.
2. The adult can use the push rod to control or finish the forward/backward function on the car, 
the steering wheel can control the car to turn left or right.
B. Sliding car function (as shown in Figure 7)
1. Take off the fence and push rod.
2. children use two feet to let the car move,use both hands to control the steering wheel,the car 
will be slided under the inertia effect,the direction can be freely controlled.
C. multifunction steering wheel, music playing,press the music button,enjoy the pleasant music.

1. Loosen the nut on the battery cover,push the battery 
cap,pick up the battery that used up,then according to the 
right polarity “+” “-”, rearrange and install the new batteries.
2. after changing the battery,install the battery cover on the 
steering wheel,lock the nuts.

2*“AA”1.5V
battery (NOT 
INCLUDED)

Pic.8

Battery cover
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